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OnlineMedsource Offers WebBased Patient Health Records
(Norman, OK) – Physicians and patients in some areas are enjoying the benefits of an online
interactive patient health information system, thanks to OnlineMedsource, Inc. in Norman,
Oklahoma. According to Agi Lurtz, President of OnlineMedsource provides physicians a way
to preregister patients. “A patient may record their health history, medication and special
needs from the comfort of their own home,” Mrs. Lurtz said. If their physician is an
OnlineMedsource member, they can send the information to their doctor online.
OnlineMedsource does not charge any fee for individuals wanting to store their information in
the service if their doctor is not yet a member. “If their doctor is a member,” Lurtz added, “the
physician can then review the history and become aware of current issues before the patient
even arrives at the office.
The key is that OnlineMedsource has developed an online, interactive webbased medical
records process that is very secure and accessible. “Electronic medical records systems are
not new.” Lurtz added. “The difference is that we maintain the records online, safe from
tornadoes, hurricanes and other disasters. According to Agi, physicians and patients can
retrieve medical records from anywhere they can access the web, even when they are out of
the office or away from home.
Healthcare providers across America are working to meet the 2014 deadline for transition to
electronic health records mandated by the President. The OnlineMedsource solution meets
these mandates today. Unlike so many electronic systems, there is no equipment or software
to buy. “As long as you can access the internet, you can access this service,” Mrs. Lurtz said.
One of the most popular features of the service is that the system includes development of a
website specific for the physician’s practice. “Everything is customized to the practice,
including the replication of physician forms, maps, office hours, everything,” Lurtz concluded.
“No hidden fees, no equipment to buy, no software to install or learn. What could be better?”
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OnlineMedsource Announces WebBased First Responder Service
OnlineMedsource will begin testing an online emergency medical records access system
beginning the first week in April. The company, located in Norman, Oklahoma, has been
providing an online interactive patient health information system for patients and physicians for
more than a year. This new service is intended to give first responders access to an
individuals medical record, in the field under emergency conditions.
According to Agi Lurtz, “The growing use of mobile computer technology by law enforcement
and emergency medical services makes it possible for them to access key medical information
when seconds count. Depending upon how quickly the tests progress, we will begin marketing
the service before the end of 2006. “We expect to complete tests this summer and begin
enrolling communities in September.”
“We have a vision that this service will work hand in hand with the expanded 911 system
currently being implemented in central Oklahoma. The cost is extremely affordable, making it
attractive to small towns and large cities alike. “One thing that attracts cities on strict budgets
is that there is no equipment to buy, no software to acquire or install, and no maintenance
fees.”
OnlineMedsource will continue to develop systems for other agencies and organizations that
have need of medical services. “Our strategy is to keep listening and looking for places and
people who need safe and secure to medical information,” Lurtz added. She stated that
OnlineMedsource intends to develop, test and implement a new feature at least three or four
times each year.
“When you are in the medical arena, you have to stay vigilant, on top of the everchanging
demands and needs of the population”, said Mrs. Lurtz. “Offering new while improving existing
services for our members keeps us ahead. We like the challenge and our members and the
patient community counts on us to meet their needs.”
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